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ABSTRACT Tor (The Onion Routing) network was designed to enable users to browse the Internet
anonymously. It is known for its anonymity and privacy security feature against many agents who desire to
observe the area of users or chase users’ browsing conventions. This anonymity stems from the encryption
and decryption of Tor traffic. That is, the client’s traffic should be subject to encryption and decryption
before the sending and receiving process, which leads to delay and even interruption in data flow. The
exchange of cryptographic keys between network devices plays a pivotal and critical role in facilitating
secure communication and ensuring the integrity of cryptographic procedures. This essential process is
time-consuming, which causes delay and discontinuity of data flow. To overcome delay or interruption
problems, we utilized the Software-Defined Network (SDN), Machine Learning (ML), and Blockchain
(BC) techniques, which support the Tor network to intelligently speed up exchanging the public key via the
proactive processing of the Tor network security management information. Consequently, the combination
network (ITor-SDN) keeps data flow continuity to a Tor client. We simulated and emulated the proposed
network by using Mininet and Shadow simulations. The findings of the performed analysis illustrate that
the proposed network architecture enhances the overall performance metrics, showcasing a remarkable
advancement of around 55%. This substantial enhancement is achieved through the seamless execution of
the innovative ITor-SDN network combination approach.

INDEX TERMS Anonymity, blockchain, ML, SDN, Tor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
People want to communicate freely without worry of being
tracked or scrutinized; this leads to rising demand for
anonymity and privacy in the digital era. Further, users like to
protect their personal information from unauthorized access.
Therefore, a variety of technologies are used to protect
privacy and anonymity. Tor [1] and SDN networks [2] are
different and complementary technologies used to provide
secure communications. Tor networks are prominent for
protecting users’ privacy and anonymity, making these
technologies ideal for applications that need to communicate
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securely. On the other hand, SDN networks are increasingly
utilized in networking environments where automated and
flexible management is desired and needed, with the SDN
controller handling the forwarding process efficiently [3].
Another technology provides a distributed database among
the nodes to increase data security by sharing the information
of nodes into a domain. A blockchain is a shared database
that is distributed the database among the network nodes.
Creating a blockchain ensures the security and fidelity of
a record of information and generates confidence without
the necessity for an authorized third party [4]. Machine
Learning (ML) is an application of Artificial intelligence (AI)
that allows machines to extract and learn knowledge from
data autonomously. AI is the broad conception of enabling
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a machine to act, sense, or adapt like a human. ML is a
promising technology forwhich existing solutions need better
optimization or automation. So, ML assists network manage-
ment, operations, configuration, and supporting proactive and
predictive roles for improving network performance [5].

Tor (also known dark web) provides anonymous trans-
missions utilizing uncommon application layer protocols
and approval schemes. Anonymity with the Tor network is
achieved by using the Tor domain that involves a variety of
network devices such as routers, bridges, relays, entrances,
and exits for this domain. These nodes apply the Onion
routing protocol for routing the encrypted data [6]. Tor uses
the Onion routing protocol to forward data after three coats
of data encryption. Applying the principle of Onion routing
protocol by the Tor network gives strength and durability to
hide the identity of the users. Each node receives Tor traffic
a single layer of encryption is drawn, and this process is then
repeated in a similar manner for the next hop [7]. The entry
node receives the encrypted data traffic from the Tor client
and removes the first encrypted layer. In contrast, the exit
node removes the last encryption layer and transmits the data
traffic to the destination. The intermediate devices in the Tor
network domain are unaware of the eventual destination of
the Tor traffic, and the user’s identity is kept hidden. The exit
router will be the sole recipient of knowledge about the target
destination upon decrypting the third layer of the Tor traffic.

The SDN has three distinct layers, application, control,
and infrastructure layers. The Application Layer (AL)
contains services that link the Control Layer (CL) via the
Application Programming Interface (API). The CL manages
the SDN controller to configure, control, and monitor the
infrastructure network. The Infrastructure Layer (IL), also
known as (data plane) contains virtual or physical network
devices that forward traffic according to the instructions of
the SDN controller. Thus, the controller regards the brain
of the network system in SDN [8]. The AL links the CL
via the Northbound Application Programming Interface (N-
API), where the application services transfer APIs from the
AL to the CL. In contrast, the CL exchanges the control
messages through the Southbound API (S-API) with the IL.

The cooperation between the SDN and Tor technologies
makes traffic management flexible, more secure, and hard
to track. The SDN can control the traffic forwarding inside
the Tor network domain. The SDN controller needs to have
the node’s information such as device status, traffic pass
through the node, edge devices location, and links capacity.
This information is shared with the application layer, which
utilizes ML to enable the SDN controller to build forwarding
and routing tables. That will enhance and automate by
applying ML with blockchain at the application layer to
handle and monitor Tor network domain nodes.

The summarizing of our contributions is as follows:
• We apply SDN technology to enhance the perfor-
mance of the Tor network. This procedure improves
resilience against powerful Tor traffic management and
forwarding.

• We use the blockchain distributed database to be used
by the SDN controller to build its tables and provision
to forwarding and routing the Tor traffic.

• We use ML to support the SDN to manage and make
optimum decisions for building its forwarding tables
intelligently. All these technologies were collaborated
in our proposal (ITor-SDN) to enhance the data traffic
management.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly describes
related works that discussed anonymous communication,
SDN networks, ML, and blockchain technologies. The
preliminaries for the Tor network concept, SDN approach,
blockchain technique, and the concept of ML for supporting
communication networks are in Section III. Section IV
presents the proposed network description. Simulation and
performance evaluation of our proposal is presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
Anonymous has been studied from several aspects and
integrated with modern networking technologies. Many
researchers are interested in anonymous communication,
SDN, blockchain database, and ML to provide robust and
powerful network performance. Although these technologies
have emerged at different times over two decades, they have
demonstrated agile approaches to complement and enhance
the performance of communication networks.

Diverse anonymous communication web systems are
widely deployed worldwide to protect the privacy of
users’ communications and provide anti-censorship services.
Ling et al. [9] applied the SDN switch at the endpoint to
receive the routed traffic to the target server and change
the window size of the TCP negotiation to alter the traffic
speed at the server. Moreover, they modulated a hidden
signal inside the traffic that was handled via the anonymous
network and got the SDN switch at the end user. According
to [10], the SDN has been used to enhance ransomware
relief by analyzing the demeanor of widespread ransomware.
Two time-dependencies are suggested to isolate the network
devices that reacted to the threat without affecting the whole
network performance. In [11], suggested a new network
architecture that added an additional Tor layer to anonymize
the communication between the application and control
layers of the SDN. They used an SDN controller, VMware,
Wireshark, and GNS3 network to simulate the proposed
network architecture. Several technologies have implemented
blockchain to provide user authentication, identification, and
authorization commonly used on the Internet. The possibility
of combining blockchain and the SDN to mitigate the
challenges of the energy efficiency and security of the
blockchain-enabled-SDN controller, by using a new routing
protocol and a cluster structure. The proposed architecture
employs private and public blockchains for P2P transmis-
sion [12]. The benefit of combining the SDN and blockchain
for designing a general framework of blockchain-based
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cooperative intrusion detection in the SDN network has
been provided by [13]. Zakaria et al. [14] provided several
scenarios to exploit the blockchain in SDN network domains
to mitigate distributed denial-of-service within inter and
intra domains. Moreover, they designed a secure method
that permits the collaboration of several SDN domains to
share in a distributed manner of the attack information.
Guo et al. [15] supported the blockchain by ML to provide
the network services integrity with the ML algorithms to
execute dynamic adjustment, allocation, and prediction of
network resources. Weng et al. [16], offered a distributed
deep-learning framework to provide a motivated value-driven
according to blockchain to provoke the participants to
work perfectly. They were besides, ensuring the solitude
of the participant’s data with the capability of auditable
via the training process. Blockchain and smart contracts
were engaged to supply multi-agent networks of different
providers and to maintain security and privacy for their
data [17]. Authors of [18] presented collaboration of the
blockchain and SDN controllers for a consensus global
network view. On the contrary, both Blockchain encryption
functions and non-encrypted processes can access the same
computational server. To optimize the network design energy
efficiency, they assigned computational resources and the
block size together to be considered as the confidence
components of SDN controllers and the resource needs of
non-encrypted operations. According to [19], a novel priority
management of a network flow had suggested depending on
SDN and ML to optimize network traffic with high control
by assigning a necessary traffic flow priority. The proposal
realized flow prioritizing by selecting specific bits from
the packet’s header by utilizing the ML to prioritize data
forwarding based on the priority levels by controlling the
Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP). To date writing
this article, no published research studied the engagement of
anonymity, SDN, blockchain, and ML together to improve
the network’s performance from aspects of security, traffic
forwarding, and intelligent decision-making to tackle urgent
network failure. Therefore, this issue urges us to provide a
study to examine and investigate how different technologies
could collaborate to enhance the performance of networks.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, a quick overview of technologies that were
utilized to perpetrate our proposal network and simplify the
understanding of the principal idea. So, the Tor network, SDN
concept, Blockchain, and ML will be curtly reviewed for the
recent related studies.

A. TOR NETWORK
Tor, concise for the Onion Routing Protocol, is open-source
and free software to support anonymous communication.
Tor is a network that depends on Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) that ensures the connection establishment
before sending data to the destination [20]. Figure 1 shows a
simplified Tor network architecture. Tor network anonymity

is built on three encrypted layers that make tracking a user’s
activity difficult by forwarding the traffic through a chain
of routers. Generally, traffic is transferred via three types of
nodes: Access Router (AR), Intermediate Router (IR), and
Exit Router (ER) [21].

FIGURE 1. Simplified Tor network architecture.

Each of these nodes encloses specific functions:
• AR: This is the access gateway to the Tor domain that is
selected from a set of onion routers.

• IR: The IR links the AR and ER. It serves as a guard to
prevent entrance and departure from recognizing each
other.

• ER: This is the exit point from the Tor network. The ER
transfers the data to its destination.

Tor anonymity begins with the Tor user by encrypting the
user’s data based on the concept of the Onion Routing
Protocol [22]. This protocol encrypts and encapsulates
the data via three layers of encryption and encapsulation
to permit the user to communicate anonymously on the
Internet. Tor user initiates and establishes communication
keys exchange session with each router [23]. The Access
Router (AR) establishes key exchange through a certified
Diffie-Hellman algorithm. Session keys are generated for the
AR and ER by the Diffie-Hellman authenticated tunnel [24].
The data is doubly encrypted with session keys, letting each
router peel back it and deliver the traffic to the next hop. That
is, the encrypted traffic is forwarded through Tor network
devices, and at each device, one of the encryption coatings
is peeled. Tor routers direct response traffic in an opposing
manner, and then the data is encrypted at every step until
getting the Tor client.

B. SDN CONCEPT
The SDN network architecture can be divided into three
planes or layers: the application layer, the control layer, and
the data layer. The application layer communicates with the
control layer via the Northbound Interface (NBI). While
the control layer connects to the data layer through the
Southbound Interface (SBI). The SDN technique is built
based on the separation of the network control data and
the user’s data traffic. This technique provides dynamic
network programmability through the Graphical User Inter-
face (GUI) and Application Programming Interface (API);
these interfaces are open-source software that allows to write
scripts and automate the network administration to the SDN
controller [2], [25]. The application layer contains a set of
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FIGURE 2. SDN network architecture layers.

applications that can be implemented by the SDN controller
to configure and manage network services in the data layer.
The control plane holds the SDN controller that maintains
the networking devices group in the data plane. The SDN
controller is regarded as the network brain that executes the
demands of the applications and makes decisions, such as
data forwarding and network topology infrastructure [26].
The data plane, also known as the forwarding layer has
physical open flow switches that carry the data traffic
according to a received flow table from the control layer.
These switches forward the traffic based on the stored flow
tables in its memory [9]. Figure 2 illustrates the SDN
architecture layers.

C. BLOCKCHAIN
Emerging blockchain technology [27] allied with cryptocur-
rencies and online money transfer. Nevertheless, implement-
ing the blockchain exceeds those limits. It has recently
applied to boost technologies such as Internet-of-Things
(IoT), SDN, ML, and virtualization [28]. Blockchain is a
technique to encrypt documenting information that makes
it difficult for the system to be changed, manipulated,
or hacked. A blockchain is a distributed register that
copies and distributes documents across the network’s nodes
partaking in the blockchain domain. Figure 3 explains the
blockchain concept. To manipulate the blockchain, it needs
a network that subsists on the Internet. Also, there are certain
exchanges within the network for update purposes. These
updates are necessary to maintain the distributed information
system updated with the latest information block [29].

D. ML
ML gives the spirit to any machine to sense its circumstances
and reactions to maximize the possibility of success to
attain a goal. In other words, ML provides intelligence
and decision-making abilities for devices like humans [30].
Applying ML algorithms in the SDN controller earns
precision management to forward data traffic according to

FIGURE 3. Blockchain architecture.

network needs [28]. By incorporating ML and blockchain
techniques, ML algorithms can provide access to an exact
scenery of a trusted, secure, shared data platform that can
be used to host all blockchain records [31], [32], [33]. The
blockchain file’s record contains information about the public
keys, router status, load traffic, and force priority to forward
significant traffic of Tor routers according to administrator
policy. The SDN controller receives information that the ML
modifies through the NBI then the SDN controller makes the
decisions that are delivered to the forwarding devices in the
data plane via the SBI.

IV. PROPOSED NETWORK DESCRIPTION
The anonymity of the Tor network begins with the client,
which should install the Onion Routing browser that encrypts
the data through three encryption layers. The encrypted
packet is directed to the Tor AR over the Internet. The
AR receives the encrypted packet and removes the first
encryption layer, then forwards it to the next IR according
to the forwarding SDN’s table. The IR decrypts the second
encryption layer and sends the packet to the ER based
on its flow table created by the SDN controller. The ER
removes the final layer of encryption before sending the
unencrypted packet to its final destination. The Diffie-
Hellman algorithm, which generates symmetric keys from
asymmetric keys, is used to decrypt data between any directly
connected Tor nodes [34]. The generated keys should be
sent to the blockchain server, which shares public keys and
other information of all nodes with the ML to manage public
keys, load balancing, router status, and traffic prioritization to
make decisions according to the network forwarding policy.
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the proposed Tor network.

FIGURE 4. Proposed ITor-SDN network architecture.
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A. TOR CLIENT
In the initial Onion Routing algorithm, the client receives the
public keys of three randomly selected Tor nodes to build
a circuit path. Each assigned node should share a public
key with the Tor client and blockchain server. The client
implements the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [35]
protocol to provide data protection. With ESP, a shared key
is used to encrypt and decrypt the data transferred between
communicating nodes. The client encrypts the data three
times based on the received keys before forwarding it.

B. TOR NODES
In our proposal, the Tor nodes (access, intermediate, and
exit nodes) are OpenFlow switches [36]. Therefore, the
forwarding packet inside the node depends on the flow table
that is built by the SDN controller’s vision of the Tor network
structure. The AR (also known as the entry relay) receives the
encrypted packet from the client. It decrypts the first layer of
the onion encryption, then forwards the encrypted packet to
the next IR (also known as the bridge relay) according to the
SDN flow table. The flow table controls the directing of the
incoming encrypted packet from the AR to the IR and from IR
to the ER, following the vision of the SDN controller of the
Tor network topology. That is, the AR removes the second
encryption layer before sending the packet in agreement with
its flow table rules to ER. The role of the ER is to forward
unencrypted data to the destination after removing the last
encryption layer.

C. BLOCKCHAIN SERVER
The blockchain collects the information from the Tor nodes
to build its records. This information record includes the
interface public key, link load capacity, interface traffic status,
and packet priority. The blockchain sends this information to
theML that supervises and manages the public key exchange,
link load balancing, and data traffic prioritization to make
decisions that support and inform the SDN controller to adapt
the logical topology (changing the traffic departure interface)
of the Tor network under the administrator requirements
policy.

D. ML FUNCTIONS
One of the principal benefits of ML is its power to process
extensive amounts of data and detect routines that would be
impossible for humans to recognize. This advantage has led to
incorporating ML technology across numerous areas such as
communication networks, healthcare, finance, education, and
more. One of the fields where ML has offered a significant
and promising role is in the development of communication
network performance. The Differentiated Services Code
Point (DSCP) in the packet header acts as a node-to-nodeQoS
priority control. The DSCP is the eight bits of the traffic class
field that includes six bits of DSCP to manage the priority
packet category. The remaining two bits are Explicit Conges-
tion Notification (ECN) priority weights that split into two

scopes; non-congestion and congestion control traffic [19].
In our proposal, the semi-supervised machine learning
technique based on a simple One Dimension Convolution
Neural Network (1D-CNN) [37] receives the public key, link
load, router status, and data traffic prioritization as input
parameters. Based on these parameters, the ML analyses
data from Tor traffic to determine the appropriate decisions
about forwarding traffic priority, probability of changing
the public key, and link load balancing. The ML forces
and controls traffic priority according to the precedence
levels by controlling the DSCP bits in maintaining Tor
network policies [19]. The lifetime of the public key in
the Diffie-Hellman algorithm is 86400 seconds (one day);
therefore, the ML generates a new public key by using the
Diffie-Hellman algorithm and shares it with the blockchain
server, which sends the updated records to the Tor nodes.
Figure 5 illustrates the procedure of the proposed system.

FIGURE 5. Proposed procedure and algorithm.

E. SDN CONTROLLER ROLE
SDN allows network administrators to supervise network
services by abstracting lower-level functionality. Moreover,
SDN provides a centralized vision for a network to repre-
sent, control, and optimize network resources via software
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instead of hardware. ML supports SDN for agile and
flexible monitoring and optimizing data flows. Furthermore,
ML algorithms can be executed on top of SDN to enhance the
efficiency and accuracy of network management to analyze
data patterns from diverse sources. The SDN controller is
responsible for constructing flow tables. It has a wide seen
to handle forwarding data across Tor nodes. The Tor nodes
(AR, IR, and ER) work under OpenFlow protocol [38].
The OpenFlow protocol is a well-known protocol that links
the SDN controller to data-forwarding nodes through the
southbound API. The SDN controller builds the flow tables
based on its vision for the whole network and sends tables
to underneath forwarding devices. Flow table entities are
the rules that control how packets are relaid via network
devices. These flow table entities have several essential
fields, such as source and destination physical and logical
addresses, protocol type, network ports, and QoS parameters.
Furthermore, the flow table entities can be used to specify
and prioritize flow traffic according to network policy and
applications or services. Additionally, flow table entities
have an action field that specifies which action of packet
forwarding should be applied, such as forwarding it to a
particular port interface or dropping it.

Figure 5 illustrates the proposed scheme applied to the
ITor-SDN network. The income traffic from the Tor user
subjects to remove the first encryption layer by the AR to
know to which IR should forward the traffic after checking
its flow table. If there is no change or modification in the
flow table, the AR will forward the traffic to the IR that is
already connected. Otherwise, deliver the traffic to the new
assigned IR after accomplishing the flow table updating by
the SDN controller in accordance with the ML decision. The
blockchain server will register the up-to-date flow table in
records (the public key, ingress port, egress port, load balance,
and traffic priority). The possible changes in interfaces may
have occurred between the AR - IR and/or IR - ER.

V. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To implement and evaluate our proposal, we used the
Mininet [39] and Shadow emulators [40] to perform the
proposed algorithm and Tor network based on the SDN
technique. For combining the Mininet and Shadow, we pro-
grammed the API to control and exchange data between the
proposed entities of our network. The Mininet environment
creates a virtual network based on SDN, while the Shadow
platform supports the Tor network. The host physicalmachine
with specifications: 64GB DDR4 RAM, 8 Core 1.7GHz
Intel Xeon Bronze 3106 CPU, and 3.8TB Intel SSD data
storage. To perpetuate and execute the proposed network,
we built the network by using the Mininet to emulate the
physical networking devices. Moreover, the Mininet enables
the creation of mixed network topologies, the configuration
of SDN controllers, OpenFlow Switches (OFS), Blockchain
servers, and hosts. The scenario of the proposed SDNnetwork
consisted of six OFSs that represent (Access, Intermediate,
and Exit routers), an exterior SDN controller (we used

the HPE-VAN controller), a database server (Blockchain
server), and two hosts. The Application Program Interface
(API) was programmed using Python programming code to
enable communication with the SDN controller, ML, and
Blockchain server.

Figure 6 refers to the network availability with increasing
the number of flows injected into the proposed system. The
performance of the Tor network was enhanced using the SDN
technique, even with the growing number of flows.While, the
highest performance was delivered by the Tor network when
the combination of blockchain, SDN, and ML technologies
managed the proposed network. This enhancement in the
Tor network is due to the SDN controller rerouting the
traffic path (routers) for the passing flows through it.
The ML and blockchain server speeds up the distribution
and configuration of the public keys between the routers.
As we can see from Figure 6, the Tor network performance
decreases with increasing the number of flows in the range
(10 - 40 flows), the performance of the Tor network
(18.5% −14%) and Tor-SDN (30%-28.5%) decreases also.
Whilst, the ITor-SDN approach scored (56%-53%). That is,
by increasing the number of flows in the proposed network,
the efficiency of traffic management recorded the highest
value.

FIGURE 6. Network availability against increase the number of flows.

Figure 7 shows the average delay time required to negotiate
and configure the public key between Tor network devices.
We forced the proposed network to change the public key
16 times to examine the efficiency of the network to perform
the decryption for transferring data traffic. Tor took a long
time to decrypt and fulfill the public key changes to know
the next hop for routing data traffic. Tor-SDN improves
the process of decrypting and changing the public key
due to the centralized SDN controller’s monitoring of the
entire Tor network. Furthermore, the provision of handling
the data traffic within Tor-SDN gives high flexibility to
make circuit-switched paths to pass flow data. The Tor-SDN
efficiency increased by about 50%. Adding a blockchain
server and SDN approach underneath ML enhanced the Tor
network efficiency by 95% for managing data traffic and
assigning the best path for incoming flows into the Tor
network.
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FIGURE 7. Average delay time to change the public key.

Figure 8 indicates the network access availability to be
utilized by Onion clients. The availability is high when a
few flows enter the network. However, with an increase
in the number of flows, the suggested network shows a
high performance in managing the income traffic. The
Tor-SDN approach presents an acceptable improvement
in traffic flow management because the SDN controller
and ML handle the forwarding data flows across the Tor
network according to administrated flow priority. Using the
blockchain server elevated the performance of the proposed
network by approximately 42% and 8% over the Tor and Tor-
SDN networks, respectively. In other words, the ITor-SDN
combination accelerated data transmission over the proposed
network, and this improvement resulted from the proactive
processing of Tor network management information by the
ML and SDN controller with the support of the blockchain
server.

FIGURE 8. Network access availability.

Figure 9 describes the usage of network bandwidth to
manage and implement the public keys exchange. The
ITor-SDN utilizes the minimum bandwidth to complete
public key exchange between any pair of routers because

FIGURE 9. Utilized bandwidth for public keys exchange.

FIGURE 10. Throughput comparison for Tor, Tor-SDN, and ITor-SDN
approaches.

there is no need for prior negotiation between routers
before public key exchange. We administrate the network
to change the public keys for more than three pairs of Tor
network devices simultaneously. Although Tor-SDN reduced
network bandwidth usage to perform this task, it consumed a
relatively large amount (65%) of network bandwidth. While
the proposed network(ITor-SDN) consumed a moderately
small amount (nearly 27%) of network bandwidth.

Figure 10 illustrates the throughput comparison for pro-
posed networks (Tor, Tor-SDN, and ITor-SDN).Wemeasured
the average throughput of the three network topologies that
can be delivered to the Tor client during the change of the
public key. The results indicate that the modified Tor network
supported by SDN, ML, and blockchain server achieves flow
continuity improvement when the traffic flow path is changed
(public key exchange processing delay time). The data flow
suffers an interruption due to a change or switch in the data
flow path.ITor-SDN took the least time to achieve the path
switching (just under 2 seconds). While Tor-SDN performs
this process (about 6 seconds). In contrast, Tor had the longest
time (nearly 11 seconds) to achieve the route change.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Tor, The Onion Routing network, was designed to provide
users with a way to browse the Internet without being
identified. It is well known for its security features, which
provide users anonymity and privacy against a third party
trying to track their online activities. The anonymity of
Internet users necessitates an exceptional process for data
traffic, such as data cryptography. However, this brings
about data-forwarding latency in Tor network devices. This
trade-off between anonymity and data forwarding delay leads
to discontinuity in the data flow. Encryption and decryption
are crucial security measures; however, they can result in
performance overhead, causing delays and interruptions in
the data traffic flow. Through the efficient utilization of
proactive processing techniques of the public keys for the
Tor network devices, we were able to facilitate the rapid
exchange of public keys between devices. This innovative
approach allowed for a seamless and secure transmission
of cryptographic information with less processing time.
That is, enhancing the overall efficiency and effectiveness
of public key exchanging procedures and keeping data
traffic continuity. To solve this concern, we suggest the
ITor-SDN network to ensure user anonymity and traffic flow
continuity. Exploiting SDN, ML, and BC technologies that
bolster the Tor network to expedite the exchange of public
keys through the prescient processing of Tor network data.
As such, the combination network (Tor, SDN, BC, and ML)
guarantees consistent data flow to a Tor client. We simulated
and emulated the suggested network through Mininet and
Shadow simulations. The obtained results confirm that the
performance of the proposed ITor-SDN network achieves the
integrity of anonymity and continuity of traffic flow.
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